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Abstract: Routing protocol bears the responsibility of
maintaining standards which provide means for routers to
establish and sustain proper communication among themselves as
well as direct the packets towards the best traveling route present
between an end node and a basis. Enhanced Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol (EIGRP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
are the highly valuable protocols in the computer networking
field. Keep in view the implementation of routing protocols (RP);
architectural differences lie between both of these protocols. Still,
both of them do not have the same delays in processing regarding
finding the best route, adaptability, and ability to achieve
convergence. The author carried out studies via simulations in
OPNET for estimating the performance of OSPF and EIGRP
protocols and have drawn comparisons later on. Studies estimated
the performance of OSPF and EIGRP by taking into
consideration two network models. The 1ST model configured with
OSPF, and the 2ND model is set-up with EIGRP. By sending and
receiving traffic via the simulated network paradigm, the author
estimated RPs based on quantitative metrics, including
End-to-End delay, Packet dropped, Throughput, Processing delay,
and CPU utilization. After gathering and studying the results, the
author observed that EIGRP and OSPF both have different
results. EIGRP has given better performance concerning some
parameters, but on the other side, OSPF has shown better
performance concerning some other parameters.
Keywords: Router, Routing Protocols, Eigrp, Ospf, Network,
Organizations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current communication networks heavily rely on RPs.
EIGRP and OSPF are one of the most important RPs in
computer networking [1]. EIGRP is a proprietary
distance-vector routing protocol introduced by Cisco, and its
working is base on the Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL).
OSPF has utilized the Dijkstra algorithm (Shortest Path First
Algorithm) [2].
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OSPF is a good alternative routing protocol. OSPF falls
under the category of link-state interior gateway protocol.
Major features that are offered by dynamic routing protocols
have discussed in the next section. Mostly, dynamic routing
protocols are preferred over static routing while designing
networks. Dynamic routing protocols came into existence to
encounter the requirements of different network requirements
and have also shown development over several years [3].
Even though new network designs are utilizing EIGRP and
OSPF, several outdated protocols are still operational today.
Dynamic RPs offer a simplified exchange of information
related to routing among routers [4]. Routing protocols allow
routers to dynamically acquire information about the remote
networks and keep their routing records up to date with the
information. OSPF and EIGRP are the two commonly used
routing protocols in this era. DVR and LSR both work under
EIGRP. That is why it is termed as a HYBRID routing
protocol. As it is an improved edition of IGRP, it is known as
Enhanced IGRP [5]. When EIGRP uses DVR functionality to
calculate the route, each node is considered a vertex
containing position and relationships with the other one.
DVR makes a distance-vector for every node belonging to the
network.
The vector keeps track of the shortest possible distance
existing between a target ID and upcoming hop. It creates a
definition of a route to the nearest node and propagates this
route definition to the neighbouring router [6]. Each node
takes the help of the sites located in the neighbourhood. With
this help, information regarding the route is generated —
furthermore, LSR functionality used by EIGRP. The
similarity is present between SPF (Shortest Path First) and
LSR. LSR informs routers about the shortest route to various
networks. All network routers keep an updated version of the
LSDB database. It is mostly used to illustrate the topology of
the autonomous system (AS) [7]. Nodes communicate their
routing information using link state advertisement (LSA).
LSR functionality used in OSPF. LSR utilizes the Dijkstra
algorithm for computing the cost of every link in the network.
The measurement of a specific connection forms the route
cost generated by the network manager. The load balance
procedure presented a later selection of the performing cost
of communication. Thus, skipping link binding capability can
be done. Hence, various communication costs for routing can
amend by the network manager [8]. In LSR, flexibility
increased, but the difficulty also increased as compared to the
Distance Vector’s records. LS protocols compute routes
nicely along with reducing broadcast traffic as well as
providing the capability of creating an extension in routing
paths and strategies. Often used major categories of LSR are
IS-IS and OSPF.
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The weight of communication links among nodes is
considered to set the smallest route [9]. In this paper, the
author has struggled to point out the optimum protocol
considering performance metrics as the focus of our
investigation.

Fig: 2. Routers Configured by OSPF.

Fig: 1. Types of Routing Protocol.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Ospf
OSPF RP bears resemblance with neighboring Shortest Path
First algorithm in terms of aiming to find the shortest path
containing route between two networked nodes. In OSPF, the
Dijkstra algorithm helps to calculate the cost of every
connection in the network [10]. The communication cost
formed by a network administrator through the measurement
of a specific connection. Therefore, the network manager can
change the cost of various routing paths. Usually, the load is
restricted by the default values that are suggested by the
collision rate and bandwidth of the networking link [11].
Afterwards, the load of a link allocated within it. Better
flexibility offered by Link State Routing protocol comes with
the cost of increased difficulty when compared with distance
vector’s records. LSR protocols offer overall good routing,
the number of smallest broadcast packets produced by it is
also low, and it gives the fair level of support for extending
the network. IS-IS and OSPF considered the two most used
types of Link-State protocols [12]. The weight of
communication links among nodes is considered to set the
route. LSDB database is maintained by routers in the
network, individually. It contains the topology of the
Autonomous System (AS). Nodes communicate their routing
information using LSA. Neighborhood network’s states and
update in the linking information with the neighbouring node
is propagated via packet flooding by LSA. Paths are
re-calculated in this scenario and are sent again to their
neighbours [13].
Consequently, all nodes have the same information where the
network topology has explained. These records hold
information about the cost per link. Before the production of
a routing table, routing information regarding the transported
packets is present in the table, and the whole path, as well as
the reference value, are also defined. RFC 1131 was created
in 1989, and it contains the very first description ever done
over OSPF. In 1998, version 2 of OSPF was introduced [14].
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B. Eigrp
EIGRP is a protocol given by Cisco. EIGRP is also an open
standard routing protocol. Medium to large-sized networks
can be easily scaled if EIGRP is running in the network. It is a
famous routing protocol also. DUAL (Diffusing Update
Algorithm) is utilized to do route computations [15]. EIGRP
referred to as a hybrid and DVR protocol. It has enhanced the
properties of the Distance Vector Routing protocol, hence
called ADVR (Advanced DVR) protocol. It also comprises of
enhanced features of a DVR protocol called Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol (IGRP), hence called Advance IGRP. DVR
is utilized to do path computations by considering nodes as
position points and inter-relationships of the points. The
distance vector for reaching all destinations maintained for a
complete sum of nodes alive in the network [16]. The vector
keeps track of the shortest possible distance existing between
a target ID and upcoming hop. Every node in the network
executes the distance vector of its neighbouring nodes in
order to update information regarding the shortest paths. In
this way, the definition of nearest nodes, as well as
information of neighbours of a node, propagated throughout
the network, node by node. The collection of information
regarding the neighbouring sites eventually lets all nodes
know about the routes. A combination of properties of LSR
protocol is present in EIGRP [17]. LSR protocol is itself
similar to SPF, i.e., router figures out the smallest path among
nodes. LSDB is kept updated by all routers that have the
topology of the Autonomous System. LSA holds the duty of
exchanging data among routers and other routing protocol
capable nodes. Neighborhood network’s states and update in
the linking information with the neighboring node is
propagated via packet flooding by LSA. If any event of
change occurs, nodes are affected, causing re-calculations of
paths and re-transmission of their values to the neighbors
[18].
Consequently, database records of network topology become
the same, and all nodes can have equal records. The cost of a
link can be taken out from these records, and they are
significant for generating a routing table. Information
regarding transport packets, complete network links, and
reference values are present in the table [19].
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Fig: 3. Routers Configured by EIGRP.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Khaing et al. ideally choose paths among every two nodes in
the computer network then disseminate information, Routing
of data packets is of the important processes one on the
internet. An RP specifies the method of communication
among routers used in the interconnection of networks.
Studies take into consideration three of such routing
protocols (RIP, OSPF, and EIGRP), express them, and
analyze their way of operation. the research examined then
simulated a suggested LAN using different RPs [20]. Al-Ani
et al., the performing of both IPV4 plus IPV6, get examined
to calculate their approach by applying various factors, the
capacity of packets, RPs, the space between the two routers.
The modeled environment contained wired network
connections. Entirely these considerations had been placed
collectively at a similar time to experiment with the
performing of IPV4 and IPV6. Later obtaining outcomes, it is
clear that IPV6 through all these parameters is well than IPV4
[21]. Georgina Nkolika et al. An analysis was performed
using two (2) major sorts of RPs OSPF and EIGRP. Three
different network models had been built, plus the simulation
of individually RP in all three topologies had been
performed. Convergence time and Point to Point Queuing
Delay were carried out on the three network topologies
implemented with OSPF and EIGRP respectively, and also
different outcomes have been set for the three network
topologies to ascertain the failure recovery of the two routing
protocol [22]. A. Nastase et al. The suggested RPs compared
and calculated based upon various quantitative metrics like
end-to-end delay, convergence time, delay, and traffic
dropped. protocols are expected to utilize to obtain improved
performance from others for instantaneous traffic flow like
video-conference and voice applications [23]. C.G., Predusca
et al. study concluded that the effective protocol is EIGRP for
the reason that EIGRP usages, not complex algorithm but the
OSPF use complex algorithm; EIGRP is good when using in
mid-sized networks and also good for large-sized networks,
although OSPF is also well scaled both on mid-sized and
large-sized network [24]. Salah A et al. A performance
comparison between dynamic RPs OSPF, EIGRP, and RIP
represented. Analysis of the performance of a dynamic RPs
can adjust along with various network models. That
demonstrates in what way the quantity of routers is causing
the performance of networks like delay and convergence
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[25]. Siti Ummi et al. studies conducted to evaluate the
performance of a mixture of inside along with outside RPs by
applying GNS3. parameters use up during this analysis is
jitter, packet loss, network convergence, and throughput. For
achieving the good QoS, jitter, packet loss, and throughput
have to stay to a minimum [26]. Idrissi, D.E et al., this study
was talking about the effect of redistribution on network
performance as comparing the use of a particular RP. A
genuine network along with real traffic flow factors is
simulated, during towards examine a
genuine
implementation situation, then remaining capable of
extracting accurate outcomes and practical decisions. studies
demonstrate that utilizing single RP is more effective in
common situations for genuine network models, mainly
while implementing complex applications requiring a certain
QoS level [27]. Ahmad Abusukhon et al. The path
reallocation is an essential problem concerning a border
router formation for a huge network like an organization or
academia network that is managed several RPs. the study
produced the three situations along with different RPs
formation upon the one network [28]. Uduak Idio et al. In
Particular, trouble focused during this investigation is upon
EIGRP RP with end-to-end delay perspective in the existing
shortest path algorithm the EIGRP used. Numerical
representations were established to quantitatively
characterize the performance of the current SPF use in the
EIGRP RP. Later, a new-found SPF algorithm was formed
for the EIGRP RP [29]. Golap Kanti et al. Performance
analysis of selected IGRP like, EIGRP, RIPv2, and OSPF, as
well as their various performing problems, have been
examined concerning this study. The author also performed a
simulated effort along with the implementation of
reallocation control to determine communication among
end-users of various networks along with dissimilar RP. Path
redistribution knowledge among different RPs has
considerable significance [30]. Alex et al. study require
related IPv4 and IPv6 types of widespread RPs EIGRP, and
OSPF discovered modifications produced to such protocols
to merge IPv6 Support. The latest characteristics and
modifications of such protocols have been emphasized as
well as reviewed; the concentrations plus limitations of every
protocol have likewise been estimated. The relative
assessment indicates that EIGRP RP retains the benefit above
OSPF in numerous important sections, although it is carried
back up by his exclusive environment and expenditures [31].
IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Traffic congestion is a major issue in computer networking;
the reason is not much knowledge of routing protocols.
Network administrator does not know which
RP is
performing well from the router perspective. The studies
concentrate on the evaluation of the EIGRP and OSPF RPs.
Many researchers working on RPs from many aspects, but in
this study, the author focuses on routing protocol with the
router’s perspective performance analysis. In order to
observe the working and estimation of a routing protocol
from the viewpoint of the router, studies focus our attention
on values of CPU usage, network, changes occurring, delay
between endpoints as well as Sent, Received and Lost Traffic
packets are parameters to analyze working and estimation of
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the protocol. Performance estimated by theoretical concepts
and simulating environment for EIGRP and OSPF protocols.
The author simulated these two networking models with real
traffic. Studies closely watched the overall status of the
parameters of both types of networks concerning the Router’s
perspectives. The protocol which is best from the router’s
perspective shown. The complete performance is directly
dependant on the effect of different algorithms.
V. METHODOLOGY
Study work describes an organization model and relative
performance assessment amongst OSPF and EIGRP for
concurrent traffic analysis through simulation via OPNET. In
order to approximate EIGRP and OSPF’s performance, the
author has considered two network scenarios, similarly OSPF
and EIGRP. The study, assessment of proposed RPs is
presented based upon quantitative metrics like Throughput,
Packet dropped, End-to-End delay, traffic received, traffic
sent, CPU utilization, and processing delay. Performing
assessment is accomplished academically and through
simulation. Investigate RPs, OSPF, and EIGRP. Simulate
EIGRP and OSPF network paradigm through traffic flow
then observe parameters of OSPF and EIGRP network from
the router's perspective. Examine the outcomes after each
parameter then indicate which RP is good from the router
prospective. The impact of various algorithms modifications
to the whole network performance. The objective of this
study is more appropriate and satisfactory results. Simulation
describes demonstrating the latest real achievement of the
selected enterprise model. Performance evaluation is
improving base on a type of corporation. The author
calculates evaluation and the best guess of an actual
organization through using simulation outcomes.
The studies, performance is analyzed from the router
perspective. In the router perspective, Analysis of output
done with the help of various variables such as CPU
percentage usage, changes in Delay between endpoints,
Delay caused by route calculation, Throughput, Sent and
Received Traffic packets, Lost Traffic packets.

Fig: 5. Select Components of Network from Object Platte
Tree

Fig: 6. Simulation Scenario of the Organizational Model.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Router Perspective
Studies analyze EIGRP and OSPF RPs and simulate the
organization model. The author configures EIGRP and OSPF
RPs on routers in the organization model and simulates
real-time traffic on routers to thirty minutes, and the graph
which is shown in results is taken after thirty minutes of
traffic flow on routers of an organization model. The author
can get results of both RPs OSPF and EIGRP. The resultant
graph indicates that EIGRP is better for an organization from
a routers perspective. These five parameters, CPU utilization,
Traffic Received, Traffic Sent, End to end delay variation,
and throughput, are better in EIGRP. Queuing delay and IP
traffic dropped two parameters are good in OSPF. Processing
delay has the same result for EIGRP and OSPF. chart,
picture, screenshots, and any snap which is required for the
research of the title.
1) CPU Utilization
The graph shows that EIGRP has more CPU utilization at
the start of communication, but after that, as time spend,
OSPF has more CPU utilization as compared to EIGRP.

Fig: 4. Create Network Scenario for organization
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In overall average CPU Utilization, of EIGRP, is minimum
than OSPF.

4) IP Traffic Dropped
The graph shows that OSPF has a minimum average IP
traffic drop as compare to EIGRP. From routers perspective,
OSPF better in IP traffic dropped point of view.

Fig: 6.1 CPU Utilization
2) IP Traffic Received
The graph shows that EIGRP has better average IP traffic
received as compared to OSPF. Thus for an organization
from routers perspective, EIGRP is better for IP traffic
received.

Fig: 6.4 IP Traffic Dropped
5) Processing Delay
OSPF has minimum processing delay comparatively
EIGRP has more processing delay as the graph shows.
EIGRP is not better from the router's perspective for
processing delays.

Fig: 6.2 Average IP Traffic Received

Fig: 6.5 Processing Delay

3) IP Traffic Sent

6) Queuing delay
EIGRP and OSPF both have somehow the same queuing
delay as the simulation result shows in the graph. Thus
organizations can use both OSPF and EIGRP from the
router's perspective for queuing delay.

The graph shows that OSPF is not better on average IP
traffic sent as compared to EIGRP has good IP traffic sent.
Though from the routers perspective, EIGRP has better
average IP traffic sent.
Fig: 6.3 Average IP Traffic Sent
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7) End to End delay variation
EIGRP has a minimum delay variation from end to end
relatively OSPF. As the result shows that EIGRP is better for
the organization from routers perspective for an end to end
delay variation.

presented comparative analysis on both of them by using
scenario having ongoing packets communication. Thorough
analysis and evaluation of these routing protocols have
shown us that from the router perspective, EIGRP is superior
to OSPF. It also is seen that OSPF also gave a small number
of finer results as compared to EIGRP in a few of its
parameters.
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Fig: 6.7 End-to-End Delay Variation
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The resultant graph shows that EIGRP has a maximum
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point of view.

Fig: 6.8 Throughput
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